
Communicate critical business results  
to spark engagement

PROBLEM

Management reports are abundant, but they don’t communicate a story.  Leaders 
today want to see the results of their key performance indicators in one place, 
presented in a compelling format that drives action.  

With legal departments juggling multiple initiatives, it is easy to lose sight of whether 
goals are being achieved.  Customized dashboards quickly provide you the right 
information to better manage multiple legal department initiatives. 

Imagine getting the picture, fast…seeing how you are tracking relative to goals such as:
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Allocating work equitably  
across in-house lawyers

Gaining predictability of legal spending  
through non-hourly billing arrangements Engaging law firms that seriously promote  

diversity in the legal industry

Holding law firms accountable  
for matter budgets

Driving a high percentage of volume 
to preferred providers

Providers fiinding cost savings  
in particular practice areas

http://Counsellink.com


BENEFITS

A dashboard is a call to action. Drive improvement in your legal department and 
achieve goals faster with KPI dashboards that provide greater visibility into operational 
and management information. These dashboards can also showcase the added value 
the legal department is providing to your organization.

LEARN MORE

View a brief demo of how an interactive, visual dashboard might benefit you  
and the business.    https://youtu.be/QXYUZltJjPs

LexisNexis CounselLink created a dynamic visual dashboard so my management team  
can easily see how well we are tracking against our goals for our preferred provider program,  
a key strategic initiative for our legal department. I have information at my fingertips that  
was taking me hours to manually compile.”  

 — Roger Bissell, Director Legal Operations, Caesars Entertainment
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Learn how dashboards can help you gain insight into your legal matters. 

HOW WE SOLVE THE PROBLEM

By delivering customized, visual, interactive management dashboards that 
help you focus and stay on top of current initiatives. With real-time results 
at your fingertips you can quickly evaluate performance and call attention to 
outlying needs.

A SIMPLE PROCESS

Dashboard creation shouldn’t be onerous.  We use three simple steps:

1. Meet with a CounselLink Strategic Consultant (CSC) to discuss your 
key initiatives.

2. The CSC will recommend optimal metrics and visualizations to 
support tracking performance toward your goals.

3. Together, you and your CSC will finalize requirements so you’ll 
quickly have a true management dashboard tailored to track your 
key metrics.
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